
Message  to  the  police  at  the  airport  in  Lisbon  at  the  same  time  a 
message for the next any person who illegally blocking, any robbing, 
abusing and do not respect me, my rights, my values, my situation.

Information about what is natural, inevitable reaction of world politics against your work, or for 
example a weak protest against my legally effort and the rights of my people, my attempt any 
labor issues and my people.
First off, I want to announce about the status of my psychology. I'm not a person that is based on 
violent psychological value. I'm not an aggressive person, not trying to provoke conflict and I  
have no personal complex which is based on an attempt to violate other human rights and create 
brutality against other persons. I'm in these directions mentally healthy man.
The message is based on the nature and the fact that special situation today are existentially 
around  my  people,  who  are  conflicts  with  world  reference  values  and  policy  orientations.  
Conflicts and situations based on the conflict that strongly rob the whole world, maybe 170 
governments of countries in the world, a situation that is robbing them of significant value,  
values that are officially and to confirm one million times more important than the ,,total value 
of  planet  Earth at  the  same time is  historically one of  the one of  the  biggest  steps  against  
humanity.
Anyone with any attempt to block my person and he is interested in harming of my rights, 
justice,  legal  project  and  encourage  illegal  operation  against  me,  you  and  encourages  and 
supports robbing values from around the world, and your work can be officially compares with 
the biggest terrorist acts in human history, contemporary works against all mankind.
Therefore each of you has a chance because you were so brutally torture, legal and judicial  
imprisonment on tens of in-security prison without access, beaten and hard mutilation with the  
help of extreme hatred and aggressivity. For example, with the help of tyranny forced to begin 
to mutilate himself, mentally crazy to do so strong psychological value, no more of them will  
not know by name, origin, reason of existence, memory loss of psychopathy who created the  
trauma. So strong traumas of you out, you'll be able to kill yourself until you do not die of it.  
You Beating your head against the wall with a request for immediate death, devours own body 
or from trauma will come a heart attack or stroke. This is the value, in what sense is most people 
around the world willing to  maim and torture  you,  acknowledgment  by world events  from 
around the world confirm the fact, real events, the ordinariness of human civilization at today's 
values conflict. Tyranny for anyone who in any way are you trying to support. This will create  
against the people who are, a person devoted to the Police, Army, further work in the direction 
of interaction with policy makers from around the world, the people who are really willing to 
force you to have eaten their droppings or your own, then they kills you, then they let you burn 
to death, and then they begin to extinguish piss dirty corpse you. Normal natural reaction for  
anyone.
Therefore, I command you to respect this situation immediately and launch a full  effort on  
securing a full cooperation, according to justice and the rules, your efforts for future quality life 
in your country and good deeds for your nation, your understanding of the current situation, my 
values and the reality around me .
At the same time, I am giving you a small chance you can write every bit of information about  
me and my situation, information about the whole situation and every political or other criminal  
relativity, full of evidence of your knowledge, the duty To anyway. Because my awareness has a 
value of a better future for your country and the nation, the stability of world politics.



Then,  when this work will  be  done according to instructions,  you can go free and commit  
suicide, so that you avoid the brutal consequences for your political reality against the whole  
world. Today, it is your greatest chance of a better future, because there is nothing better you 
anymore meet. This applies worldwide. P A R A Z I T I N G  R A T ‘ S.
Remember that today is your real value is based on the fact that the six miliard people will be  
brutally trampled to death your head. Officialy.
Subsequently,  I  want  to  publish  my  request  for  this  rerouted  message  for  an  international  
organization under  the  name International  Federation for  Human Right's,  with the  acronym 
FIDH, transferring a plea for awareness of current reality and future threats European countries, 
the  nation  and  the  existence  of  the  continent.  Compromised  due  to  the  consequences  of  
promoting global terrorism and a threat to stability in the world against the policy and peace. At  
the same time robbed some 170 governments around the world, robbed of values which are  
confirmed  by  a  million  times  more  important  than  the  whole  planet  Earth.  Crimes  under 
international law, with impudence popularized in the national reality show. Consequences for an 
ordinary day, the lost value of ,,One Day'' is extremely strong and legitimate for radical action 
against terrorism, radical approach which, according to world political acknowledging action by 
policy decisions in many situations for the last 50 years, confirmed the full value in many cases.
Therefore, I am so FIDH asks the medial support for the release of my people from blocking, 
away immediately from Europe, either released as full value of health and of my intellectual.At  
the  same time,  I  ask the organization to  FIDH, you've tried the ponder  what  could be the  
consequences  in  such  cases  where  the  value  of  European terrorism has  already  drastically  
exceeded the statistics World War, the Cold War, the biggest genocides in human history, much 
more. At the same time, I'm asking about understanding the value of such a situation is today,  
according to statistics in many ways drasticaly than exterminate all countries in the world, with 
the  help of  a  hundred nuclear  missiles  on the values,,  Tsar  ''  or,,  Castle  Bravo ''.  If  you're  
interested, I'll I can officially confirm these statistics and show off.
At the end of the letter, I ask representatives of the European policy, whilst further political  
parties which are reference to the European shelf, so that you reflect over the value of that here,  
the Czech Government was the first to create such value created from your country and the 
political hopes for vasi future. The values of your country and the value of your nation, a threat  
to security and economic values. In my opinion it is necessary to create a harsh retaliation for  
such a country makes you strong ruin. Therefore, I also want to ask for Supported media activity 
and disclosure of such information in the media around the world. It is necessary matters for the 
promotion of world value and future political, economic stability.
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